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INTRODUCTION 
This paper is devoted to the study of the Pythagoras number of certain 
one-dimensional local rings. Let us recall some definitions: 
DEFINITIONS. Let A be a ring. 
(1) The pythagorus number p(A) of A is the least p, 15~5 +co, such 
that each sum of squares in A is a sum of no more than p squares in A. 
(2) A is said pythugorean if p(A) = 1 or, equivalently, ifeach sum of 
two squares in A is a square in A. 
Many results on Pythagoras numbers and Pythagorean rings can be 
found in the literature, as well as interesting open questions (see [4], where 
an exhaustive bibliography is also included). Here, we shall deal with curve 
germs. 
More precisely, let us fix a real closed field k. We have the following: 
DEFINITION. A real curve germ over k is a real one-dimensional 
noetherian local integral domain with residual field k. 
Now, let A be an analytically irreducible r al curve germ. The derived 
normal ring A is a discrete valuation ring, and we can consider the 
semigroup r of the values of the nonzero elements of A; r is called the 
value-semigroup of A. Roughly speaking, the question we consider is how 
to discover Pythagorean real curve germs by looking at their value- 
semigroups. 
The method we develop needs a good behaviour under completion, and 
the class of real curve germs seems to be too wide. Thus, we restrict our- 
selves to the class of real AP-curves. A local ring A is called an AP-ring if 
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any “‘formal” solution (this means solution in 2) of a polynomial system 
can be well approximated by solutions in A. The first important theorem 
about this kind of property was M. Artin’s, who actually obtained a much 
stronger conclusion [11. Later, other related results were stated, and finally 
Basarab et al. [2] introduced the general concept. Notice that the class of 
real AP-curves is ample enough to contain the analytic (and Nash) curve 
germs over R, but not the polynomial curve germs. By the way, we find 
once more the classical boundary between the analytic (and Nash) case 
and the algebraic one. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, we include the precise 
definitions and some preliminary results. Among these, we prove t 
finiteness ofthe Pythagoras number of any real AP-curve (63.1). At the 
end of this section, we state our main theorem, (1.5) which characterizes 
the semigroups r such that: 
(1) every real A&curve which has a value semigrou r is non- 
Pythagorean, and the ones such that 
(2) every real AP-curve which has a value semigroup r is 
Pythagorean. 
The very long and delicate proof is developed in Sections 2-5. 
The last section, 6, contains ome applications and examples. In (6.1) we 
give characterizations f 
(1) Gorenstein Pythagorean real AP-curves, and 
(2) monomial Pythagorean real AP-curves. 
We finish, (6.4), with the list of all of the Pythagorean real algebroid 
(that is, complete) curves of multiplicity 25. 
1. THE MAIN THEOREM 
First of all, let us recall: 
(1.1) DEFINITION [2]~ Let A be a noetherian local ring, GVZ its 
maximal ideal and A^ its completion. A is called a ring with the 
approximation property, or AP-ring, if for every system of polynomials 
FEA[ Y-y) Y= (Yl,..., Y,), for every formal solution 9 E A^’ of F= 0, and 
for every integer 220, there exists a solution y E A’ of F= 0 sue 
y E j mod WZ’~. 
(1.2) EXAMPLES. There are two relevant examples of AP-rings. Let 
be a field. The ring of Nash power series in x1 )..., x,, is the henselization f
axlY’> xnl(x,,...,x,)~ By a Nash ring we mean any ~-homomorphic image 
481/94/l-9 
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of a ring of Nash power series. IfK is valued, we call analytic ring any K- 
homomorphic image of a ring of convergent power series. Then: 
PROPOSITION. (1) Every analytic ring is an AP-ring [ 11. 
(2) Every Nush ring is an AP-ring [S]. 
Returning to our subject, we call real AP-curve, any real curve germ 
which is an AP-ring. We obtain the following result: 
( 1.3) PROPOSITIOY. Let A be u reul AP-curve. Then A is henseliun. 
Furthermore, if2 is the derived normal ring of A, and A^ the completion of A, 
it holds: 
(1) 2 is a real curve germ and a finite A-module. 
(2) A^ is u reul curve germ and (A^) = (A) -. 
(3) p(A)Q(&< +a~, p(l)= 1. 
Proof: A is henselian because the henselianity condition can be easily 
rephrased by means of a system of polynomials, and then the 
approximation property applies. Inthe same way, it follows that A is a real 
integral domain. In particular, A is analytically unramified, so A is a finite 
A-module [7, (32.2)]. WC deduct (A) -=x0/I A^= (A) . Now, if K is the 
residual field of 2, K is also the residual field of the real ring (A)-. Thus, 
(A) = (A) ^ being complete and of characteristic zero, (A) contains K, 
and K is real. But K is algebraic over the residual field of A, which is the 
real closed field k, and so K = k. This finishes the proof of (1) and (2). For 
the inequality p(A)sp(,?), it is enough to apply the approximation 
property to Y: + ... + Yi = c, where c is any sum of squares in A, if 
p =p(A) is linitc. The finiteness ofp(A) can be obtained as in the algebraic 
case [4, (2.7)] because A is a finite k[[t]]-module [7, (31.6)] and 
AkC[tll)= 1. 
Finally, 1 is henselian [7, (43.13)] and P(A) = 1 follows from the next 
more general result: 
(1.3.1) LEMMA. Let R be u discrete valuation henseliun ring, whose 
residual field is real pythugoreun. Then, R is pythugoreun. 
Prooj: Let u be a uniformizing parameter of R. If a, h E R we have 
a = U’X, h=u’y, x, y & 0 mod u (rZ0, ~20). 
Let us suppose, for instance, r<s, and so 
u2 + b* = u2’(x2 + z*), z = us-‘y. 
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As the residual field, say K, is real, .x2 + z2 f 0 mod U, and K being 
Pythagorean, there exists WE R such that WI 2 0 mod U, and 
ct’2 = x2 + L_2 mod U. Hence 
Y2 - (x2 + z’) E ( Y - w)( Y + w) mod U, 
and Y - II’. Y + w are relatively prime mod U, since u’ & 0 mod U. Now, R 
being henselian, there exist manic polynomials g, h E R[ Y] such that 
Y2 -- (x2 + 2’) = g( Y) h( Y), g= Y-M’modu,h- Y+M:modu. 
Clearly, it must be degree (g) = degree (h) = 1. It follows g(0) = -h(O) and 
g(O)2 = x2 + z2. 
Finally, u’ + h2 = (z/g(O))’ and this completes the proof. 
The main theorem will be stated in terms of numerical semigroups. These 
arc the additive subsemigroups of the nonnegative integers, whose com- 
plemcnts arc finite. From now on, WC fix a numericul semigroup 1‘ and some 
notations. 
Let us set m the least positive integer of I-. and (* the least positive 
integer such that f contains each integer p 2 c. Let us call real A P-cure ?/ 
I- any real AP-curve whose value-scmigroup is I: 
( 1.4) PROPOSITIOK. The c&e semigroup nf‘ 11 reui AP-curce A is u 
numerical semigroup. :VO)L., suppose I‘ is the &ue-semigroup of A. It holds: 
( 1 ) m is the multiplicity qj’ A, and it is ul.vo culled the multiplicity of 1: 
(2) c is the degree of‘ the conductor qf’ 2 on A, und it is also called the 
conductor off. 
Proof: The first assertion and (2) follow as in [3, (4.4)], because of 
( 1.3.1). Let us prove ( I ). Set ,U = multiplicity of I!. ~2 = maximal ideal of A, 
26 = maximal ideal of 1. I: = valuation of ;i. Then, from [ 10. p. 300] WC 
deduce 
But, obviously, C(WZ) is the set of positive integers of f, so m = min t’(m). 
Besides, by ( I .3). I/& = A,/” = k. Hence p = m. 
Finally, let us set d=min{pEPp f O(m))u{cj and 
E = {pi l-:pzdj. Then WC can state our result: 
( 1 S) THEOREM. (1) Ecery real AP-curce of r is nonpythagorean $ und 
only if there are q, p, , p2 E I- with q -C p, sp2 such that p, + p2 - q 4 I-. 
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(2) Euery real AP-curw of r is Pythagorean if and only $ for each 
qE I-, pE E with q<p, it holds (q+c)/2sp. 
The proof of this theorem will be separated in Sections 2-5. 
2. REDUCTION TO THE AI,GEBKOID CASE 
We know, (1.3), that the completion of a real AP-curve is also a real 
curve germ. More generally, we call real algebroid curue any complete real 
curve germ. Real algcbroid curves can be adequately handled by trans- 
lating the basic theory of algebroid curves over an algebraically closed 
ground field, as developed in [3] (actually, as k is real closed, 
k= k[jz] is its algebraic closure, and - @I~ k is faithfully flat; this flat- 
ness eases the translation). So, we prefer to reduce Theorem (1.5) to the 
algebroid case before going on with the proof. 
If A is a real algebroid curve, its derived ring A is k-isomorphic to 
kCCtl1 and, without loss of generality, we can always assume 
A c J= k[ [t]]; we shall note 01 the usual valuation (the order function) in 
k[[t]]. The key lemma is the following 
(2.1) LEMMA. Let A be a real AP-curce, and A^ its completion. Then: 
(1) A is Pythagorean if and only if A^ is also. 
(2) The value-semigroups qf A and A^ are the same. 
Proof: (1) The if part follows from (1.3.3). Conversely, suppose 
p(A)= 1. We may assume (a)- =k[[t]]. Let a, b be elements of A, and 
w,=min{o(a), o(b)}. For each i>jLO=max{o(u),~(b)}, we choose 
a,, h,. E A such that 
o,(a--u,)&-& O)(b-b,:)Zi, 
and we have oO = min{w(a,), o(h,)}. Then, .4 being Pythagorean, for each 
i. > A0 there exists yi E A with y: = a: + ht. It follows 
~(y~.)=min{w(a,), o(h,)} =01~. 
Moreover, WC can choose either y, or -y,, such that the residual class of 
yjjt”” in k is positive. The last condition implies 
4Yi+Y,)=%~ i, p > /lo. 
We claim now that { yi: 3, > &,) is a Cauchy sequence in A^. But 
o(Y,-Y~,)+f~“o=O(Y:-Yt), 4 P > A”, 
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and (~5: i > iVOj is convergent. Thus, A being complete, there exists 
.v = lim, yr, and we obtain y2 = u2 + h2. This means that A^ is Pythagorean. 
(2) By (1.3.2), (A) -= (A^) =k[[l]], so it follows that tolA is the 
valuation of A: and WC conclude (2). 
Finally, let us note an easy fact which will be often applied in the sequel. 
If A c A= k[ [ t]] is a real algebroid curve, and p = (II for some j’~ A. 
we can always assume f= P, because them is a k-automorphism 9 of 
k[[r]] such that $(f)= P or -P. 
3. PROOF OF (1.5.1 )
In this section, we prove a more precise statement. We first introduce the 
monomial curves of a given numerical semigroup: 
(3.1) DWINITION. Let I’ be a numerical semigroup. A monomial AP- 
curce of I- is a real A/‘-curve of I- whose completion is li-isomorphic tothe 
curve 
A’= {f~k[[~]]:f”‘(O)=O(s$l-);. 
This curve is called the canonical monomial curce of II 
Now, the next result contains (1.5.1), because of (2. I): 
(3.2) PROPOSITION. Let r he u numerical semigroup. The ,fillowing cun- 
dirions ure equiwlenl: 
(1) There exists a real ulgehroid curve of’ r tvhich is Pythagorean. 
(2) The cunonical monomiul curce of r is pythugorean. 
(3) For euch yEl‘the set ry= (p-q:pzq,pErj is a semigroup. 
Proqf The implication (2) * (1) being trivial, we shall prove 
(1) = (3) => (2). It is convenient o recall here the useful formula 
\’ ,;+ = c M,w’; M,,=l,M,=~,M,=(-l)“’ 
1-3-+-3)5o 
/-)(I 1!2’ * 
122, (3.2.1 )
where II’ is an indeterminate over k 
(1)5(3). Let q, p,,p2 be elements of I’, with q5p,5pz~ WC must 
check that q+ (p, -q)+ (p2-q)~ f. If q=pl, this is trivial, so we sha!t 
suppose q <p,. By (1 ), there exists a Pythagorean real algebroid curve 
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A c A=k[[t]], whose value-semigroup is r. We know we can choose A 
such that PEA. As~,EJ; there exist ~;EA, gi~k[[t]] with 
hi = t9gi, w(gi)=ri=p,-q>O (i= 1, 2). 
A being Pythagorean, f‘= Jtzy + (h, + h,)’ E A. Now, by (3.2.1): 
f=t'JW=fq c MA‘!?, +Kd* 
120 
=fl c M, f 2.1 g:’ -‘I$! 
120 0 j-0 J 
*’ ’ 21 





I20 I2 I /z I 
=$+,/~-P+F, 
where 
F=P 1 M,‘i’ 2.1 g, e2, 
0 
21-1 
I? I j-1 .I 
df') = 4 + rl + r2 = Y + (P, - 4) + (p2 - ~1. 
So, again because A is pythagorcan, FE A, and we conclude 
q+(P,-q)+(P*-q)Er. 
(3) = (2). Let A’ be the canonical monomial curve of f. Let g: h be 
elements of A’, and /=V’g2+h2~k[[f]]. Let q=o(g)so(h) and 
according to the definition of A“: g = r.,, I; u, tq + ‘, h = xr, I; 6, tq ’ r. Then 
f=f’/~=+z 
r f= f,> 
co= u:, + b; > 0, 
since f, is a semigroup. Thus, 
Clearly, each exponent in the power series in the last member has the form 
q+z,rl + ... t z,rs 
for some r, ,..., rsE f<, and z, > 0: . . . . rs > 0. I, being a scmigroup, this means 
that each exponent is in y+ I‘,c I’, and so JE A”. It follows that Ar is 
Pythagorean. 
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4. PROOF OF THE NECESSARY CONDITION IN (1.5.2) 
Let f. m, c, d, E be as in Section I. Because of (2.1). WC must prove: 
(4.1) PROPOSITION. Suppose that ecery real algehroid curcc of 1‘ !.Y 
pythugorean. Then for each q E I; p E E \l,ith y -C p. i! ho1d.s thur (q + c):2 _Ip. 
To prove this we shall need effective constructions ofreal algebroid cur- 
ves of II The following standard lemma provides us with the adequate 
method. 
(4.2) LEMMA. Ler x,(l) ,..., x (z) be efwzents c~f’k[ [!]I \i,ho.se orders aw 
2 1 wzd refuthzly prime. Let @: k [ [x, ,..., x ] ] + k[ [ f ]] he rhe k- 
homomorphism 
fHf‘(X,(f) ).... x,(t)). 
Then A = im II/ is u reuf ulgebroid curce with li = k [ [t] 3. 
Proof: As A is k-isomorphic to k[[ x ,...., ~-,]];kcr $, it is a noetherian 
complete local ring with residual field k; as A is contained in k[ [t]]. it is a 
real integral domain. Besides, since IJ is finite, dim A = 1. So. A is a real 
algcbroid curve. Then, WC know there is a k-isomorphism T: k[ [s] j -+ 3. 
But Ac k[ [I]] and we may write T(S)= PC((). L:(O) #O. Thus. if 
h,Ek[[s]] and t(h,)=.ui(t)EA. it follows x,(t)=h,(VC(t)), so that q 
divides oj(,u,(r)), 1 $i$n. By hypothesis this means y = 1. and 
k[[t]]=ims=J. 
Prooj’of‘ (4.1). We shall separate our argument into several steps. Firs: 
of all, we choose a minimal generator system (HZ: Jz 4, )..., s,) of 1; 
m<d<q, < ... <q, (it always exists [3, (5.1)]). Set d= i,,m A r: 
0 < r < nz. Then 
Indeed, suppose c > 2d. Then (’ - (r + 1) > 2ci - (r + I) 2 2d - m > d and 
WC consider the real algebroid curve A given by 
II/: ,y= p; 4‘ = I”+ 1’ ‘r 1): 2, = [“, ; = I_,,._ y;
u, = 1" 1 ir, d < cl + jr < C. 
First, we shall prove the following 
Claim. The value-scmigroup f’ of A is I’. 
Clearly, l-c r’. Conversely, let h E k[ [.u, J, z,, u,] ] and n = u(h($( t))). 
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WC must check that n E II But suppose n 4 r, and let us find the terms of 
degree n in the power series h(ll/(r)). Set
h = c C(a, b, LY;, p,) x”yhz;’ ...z?@ ... u$. 
A generic term in /I(+([)) has the exponent 
with ~20, bzfL0, a,zO, /IjzO. If it is equal to n#r, it is cc, and we 
have 
Then 




Hence b < 2. Now, we observe that if f =O, then nE r, which contradicts 
the hypothesis, so f > 0. Thus, we conclude h = f = 1, and 
n=am+c-(r+ l)+~aiqi+~flj(d+jr). 
Finally, because of the inequalities 
n < c, r+ lsm<d<q, < **a <qs, 
it must be also zi = pi = 0, and the only term of degree n of h($( t)) is 
C(0, 1, 0, 0) t”. 
Let us obtain now the terms of degree d of A($([)). As previously, WC put 
d=a’m+ (W-f)d+f’[c- (r+ I)] +~a:q,+~/IJd+jr). 
Clearly, I’ = a,! =/I; = 0 and WC have d= u’m + h’d. As d ti O(m), it follows 
that U’ = 0, b’ = 1: and the only term of degree d of 11($(t)) is
C(0, I, 0,O) d 
Since d < n and ~(lr($(t))) = n, this is impossible, and the claim is proven. 
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Now, coming back to (4.3), A is Pythagorean, so 
where s = c -- (d + r + I ) > 0. It follows: 
because of the definition fA. So, i,,m + 2r + .s E I: Rut 
i.,,m+2r+s=d+r+c-(d+r+ I)=c- 1. 
This contradiction shows that it cannot be c > 2d, and (4.3) is done. 
(4.4) c.sd+ V. Let A be the real algebroid curve defined by 
$1 ,Y = P: ,pp+fy - = fl’ ‘-I 9 1 <il.r. - - 
As in (4.3) WC 
Cluim. The value-semigroup r’ of A is I: 
Obviously, I“ 2 I: Conversely, Ict h E k[ [.q J‘, z,j ]? 
and assume c!,(h($(t)))=n$l’. As we did in (4.3) we must solve 
n=urlz+(h-l)d+l(d+1)+~~,q,. u2_0, h~1~0, x,10. 
that is. 
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But n$f, so I>O, and n<cs2d, (4.3), so h+Cx,5l. Since O<lsb, the 
only possibility is I = h = 1, ai = 0 and n = urn + d + 1, so that a is uniquely 
determined. We conclude that C(a, I, 0) t” is the only term of degree n in 
h($(t)). 
Now, we shall look for the terms of degree am + d = n - 1 < 2d- 1. We 
have 
um + d= u’m + h’d+ I’ + c a:.q, < 2d- 1. 
It must be h’+ C a:5 1. If there exists x: = 1, then urn + d= u’m + q, and 
from d<qi it follows that d= (a’-u)m+q;, and (m, d, q ,,..., q ,) would 
not be minimal. Hence 3; =O. If h’=O, then urn + d= u’m and d-O(m), 
which is absurd. So h’ = 1. Finally, we have urn + d = u’m + d + 1’ with I’ _I 1. 
Since for m = 1 there is nothing to prove, we may assume 1’= 0 and so 
(I’ = ~1. Thus, C(n, 1, 0) t”- ’ is the only term of degree urn + p = n - 1, in 
h(t+b(l)). This is impossible. because n = w(h(Cl/(t))), and the claim is proven. 
Now, returning to (4.4), A is Pythagorean, so that by (3.2) 
Then d+r=um+hd+xaiqi for some ~20, 620, z,zO. If hzl, then 
m>r=um+(h-l)d+~ziqi>O, 
and this is absurd. So, h = 0 and td+ ’ = P a ~1)‘~’ . .. (P)“T E A. 
On the other hand, J‘= J* E A, and computing t-efl+ (t + t 
f= t- dl + (I’+ t r+‘)*=fiyI $M,(f’$/” l)*+g], 
o(g)z4r>2r+ 1. 
Thus 
f = tjw +M,t”-‘+2M,t”“+‘+h, o(h)>d+r+ 1. 
Since tiWr E A, t”+ r EA it follows 2M t”+?’ ‘+hcA and d+i+ l~f. 
Then 1 E fd+,, and again by (3.2) c 5 J’+ r. 
(4.5) If p E E, p & O(m), the real algcbroid curve A,, given by 
CT: x = 1”‘; y = 1” + [I’ + 1. PI -I 17 E\(p)= {p,,...,p(}; 
u,=fIj, I sJ=<m, 
has f as value-scmigroup. So, A,, is Pythagorean. 
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Indeed, it is clear that f‘is contained in the value-semigroup of ,4. So, Ict 
~r$f’be such that for some h~k[[.u,~*, z , u,]], 
WC have o(h(o(c))) = n. Then 
n = um + hp + I+ c r,p, + c /3,(c +.i). 
u2_0. h2120, u,>=o, p zo. -- 
Sincch~l‘itisl~Oandasn~c,/1,=O.Besidest~~~~~2dandh~i~O,so 
it is h = 1, 2, = 0. It follows that C(a, 1. 0. 0) t” is the only term of degree 
n=um+p+l. 
Furthermore, the terms of degree atn +p = n - 1 < cs2d are 
um + p = u’m + h’p + I’ + C r:p, + x p;(c +.j). 
As previously. /I/ = 0. and h’ +x r: < 2 (here, WC do not know I> 0). We 
distinguish t ree cases. 
If h’ = 0, then I’ = 0 and urn +p = u’m + p, for some i. Suppose p <p,. 
Then u’ > LI and (a’ - a) m + y, = p < c$p, + r. As 0 < r < ~1. it must be 
(7’ = a. pi = p. Similarly, ifLZ’ < a. we get the same absurd. So, h’ = 1. 
If I’ = 1. we have urn + p = u’m + p + 1, and m 5 1. Thus, this cast fails. 
Finally. if I’ = 0, it is (I’ = u and WC obtain the term C(a, 1. 0, 0) t” ‘. 
This contradicts o(h(a(t))) = IZ, and (4.5) is shown. 
(4.6) Let q E 1; p E E, q <p. p & O(m). Then (q + c);‘25p. 
Indeed. we consider the Pythagorean real algebroid curve A, of (4.5). As 
q<p. i: is PEA, so 
Set s = p - q > 0. It follows that 
I‘= f’ v.” 1 f (t” + t s 1 I)2 = 1” c ,w,(,‘+ tc+ 1 )I/ 
/>(I 
= f’[ 1+ M, 12’ + 2M, t”- ’ $ g]. cJ(g)>2.s+ 1. 
j’= t“ + M, t” ’ ’ + 2.44, 1” 1 ’ + ’ + 1). c!,(h)>p+s+ 1 
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Now, dsp <p +s E r, and by construction, P”-*E A,,. It follows: 
2M,tP+“+‘+h~A, and p+s+l~T. We deduce, by W), 
c’<p + s = 2p - y, or, equivalently, (y+ c)/2 ,<p. - 
(4.7) If p E E, p < c, and p = O(m), then p = (& + 1) m. 
For ifpEE, p<c, we have 
E.,m<p<cld+r=I,,m+2r<(E.,,+2)m. 
(4.8) If qET,pEE, p=O(m) and q<p<c, then (q+c)/2sp. 
In fact, let us suppose (q+c)/2>p, that is, c>2p-q=p, >p. Then 
p, E E and by (4.7), p, & O(m). Hence we can consider the Pythagorean 
real algebroid curve A,, of (4.5). Clearly, PEA,,, and P’E A,,,, so that 
f= ,/m-e A,,. 
But, putting p-q = s: 
.f=PJl +t2’=tY 1 M,t2’“=tY+M, tP1+h, o(h)Zp, + 2. 
120 
As t”’ + tP’ + ’ E A,,,, it holds that g=f‘- tY- M,(tpl + tP1 ’‘)E A,,,, but 
g= -M,fP’+‘+ . . . 
and so p, + 1 E I-. By (3.2) csp,. This is a contradiction. Therefore, 
(9 + cl/2 =<P. 
The proof of (4.1) is now complete, because the condition (q+ c)/2sp is 
always fulfilled if p z(; q. 
5. PROOF OF THE SUFFICIENT CONDITION IN (1.5.2) 
Let f, m, c, d, E be as in Section 1. According to (2.1) we shall prove: 
(5.1) P~orosmo~. Suppose that ,for each q E f, p E E with q <p, it holds 
that (q + c)/2,<p. Then every real algehroid curue A qf I‘ is p,vthagorean. 
Prooj: As observed in Section 3, WC can assume A c A= k[ [t]]. Let 
now x,h~A and .fEk[[t]] be such that g2+h2=f2., Then 
o(f‘) = min{ o( g), o(h)) E r. We must show that ,f‘~ A. If o(f )zc, then 
f E t“Ac A, (1.4.2), so we only consider the case o(f) < c. Now it is con- 
venient to distinguish two cases: 
(5.2) First case: o(f) >, d. Then, o(f) = q E E, and if, for instance, 
o(f‘) = w(g), up to a k-isomorphism, we can assume K= PEA. Let us 
write 
h = d $ bt + t” ‘h* > h#O, q<p. 
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Since UPE A and hi A, it follows I)E f. so that PEE. By hypothesis. 
(q + c)/2=<pz or, equivalently, ~52~ - y = y + 25, with .Y =p - y > 0. 
Now, we have 
“\/‘I $a2t” ‘I + 
t’  ( 2ub 2tr yt‘+--yt 1 + II ! +rr- \ 1 ‘h*+x*\* i 
Here. WC nom the following: 
(1) For 1,2_ 1 or 1, + I,z2. we obtain terms of degreezq + 2.~2~. 
(2) For 1, = 1. I2 = I, = 0, we obtain (2&M ,:!( 1 + u?) j P’. 
(3) For I, =I,=& I,= 1. WC obtain (2u,M,i(t +L?)) trJ I/7*. 
(4) For I, = 1: = I, = 0, we obtain P. 
Flcnce 
i’= ,;“I + (I? 
1 
ZmM, 1” +- ,+uZw+t lJ ’ :/I*) + r‘,f’*) 1 i =$+a2 g+1 z (h .-.- ug) + r‘:f‘* 1 ) 
and so it is clear that ,J‘E A.
(5.3 j Secor7d case: w(.f‘) < (1. We write cl= &,n7 i rz 0 <r <in. and 
,:,(.l‘) = p7, OS/l sl.,,. 
In this case, we shall riced some preliminary work. First of all. we may 
assume t”’ E A. Now. let p, :..., p, bc the integers of I‘ which arc CL’ and 
f O(r77). WC can choose power series (b, ..., 4, E A of orders p, ,..., p,. From 
the 4, . . . . . d,V one gets polynomials $, ,..., $, E A of the form 
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Now, let F be a power series of k [ [t]]. We have 
f-z c Ip p+ f’G, 
j! G~k[C~ll 05j-c‘ 
(where, from now on, F”’ stands for F”‘(0)). Obviously, F belongs to A if 
and only if so does the polynomial 
But 
so no term of degree p E I-appears in H. It follows that HE A if and only if 
H = 0. Finally, we note that the set of j+! I’, jsd: is the set of j< d, 
j f O(m), and we have proven that FE A if and only if the following holds: 
p)=o for each j < ci,.j f O(m), (53.1) 
and 
lp= i; Lpa,, 
.i! ;=I Pi! 
for each j> d, j$ I: (5.3.2) 
Thus, returning to our problem, we must show that (5.3.1) and (5.3.2) 
hold for F=J To see this, we shall need some mom formulae. Let F be a 
power series again, and put H = F2. An easy computation produces: 
H'2s)= i C(r,I)F'"-"f+"', C(~,I)EZ,C(Z,/)>O, ~20, f5.3.3) 
I- 0 
HcZ1 : ‘I= -f D(r, 1) F’” “F ) a+l+l) W% 0 E z, D(r, I) > 0, ct 2 0. 
/- 0 
(53.4) 
Let us now prove that ,f ver#ks (5.3.1). 
We argue recursively. Let .io & O(m), pm <j. < d and assume (5.3.1) true 
for F=,A j<jo. Let us set j,,=;Jn + s, O<.s<m, and Ict us suppose 
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(I. + ,LL) m + s is even. Then we apply (5.3.3) with cx = ((A + cl) m + s)/2, an 
from f * = g2 + h* it follows: 
[CO C(a, z)f(a-y+~) 
= -f qa, I)[g(a~I)g(a+I)+h(“~oh(“+l)l _. (5.3.5) 
I=0 
. We observe that cx 5 Am + s/2 <j, ,hence each derivative of order LX--! 
vanishes, except if a - I = i,‘m, ps,A’ 5 ,.I. But in this case 
So the second member in (5.3.5) iszero, and in the other only remains t 
term corresponding to CI + I= km + S, that is, I = ((i - ,D) m + s)/2. 
follows 
qa, 1) f(~~)pJ = 0 
and as C(a, 1) > 0, fCPm) # 0, (pm = w(f)), we conclude JUo’ = 0. 
If (I, + p) m + s is odd, one can imitate the preceding method, by means 
of (5.3.4) with a=((A+p)m+s-1)/2. 
Now, in proving (5.3.2) we shall previously obtain another formula: 
f(pm)f(p) = gcpm) gcp) + h(pm)/z(P) if dgp < c, p f O(m). (5.3.6) 
Indeed, let us suppose that pm +p is even. Then we apply (5.3.3) with 
OL = (pm +p)/2, and we look for the nonzero terms in the ~orres~o~di~g 
formula (5.3.5). First, it must be a-Izprn, so that lg(p-pm)/2. On the 
other hand, by hypothesis CI < (pm + c)/2S d and hence, since we have 
already stated (5.3.1), a - 1= Am with p 5 A $ %,. But thus 
cx+1=2c(-ilm=p-(~-~)m. 
If A>,LL, it follows that a+l<p-m CC-r<d (last inequality by 
hypothesis again), and necessarily a + I= A’m. So, we have 
pm +p = 2a = (a - 1) + (E + 1) = (jW + i’) m. 
In particular, p s O(m) which is false. This means that 3, = g-1; 
x + 1 =p, CI - I = pm and (5.3.6) is done. 
If pm +p is odd, we use (5.3.4) inthe same way, with cc = (pm i-p + 1)/2. 
Finally, by means of (5.3.6) we can show thatfuerifies (5.3.2). Indeed, let 
j$ r, d<j. Then j f O(m) and j< c; so, from (53.6): 
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Now, g, heA, so that (5.3.2) holds for F=g,h, and 
by (5.3.6) again. Sincef (P) #‘O, this completes the proof. 
6. APPLICATIONS AND EXAMPLES 
We include here several consequences of Theorem (1.5). 
First of all, let us recall that a one-dimensional noetherian local ring A 
with maximal ideal m is 
(1) Gorenstein, ifthe length of the A-module ,-‘/A is 1 [S]. 
(2) ArJ if emb dim(B) = mult(B) f or every local ring B inlinitely near 
to A [6]. 
Then, we have: 
(6.1) PROPOSITION. (1) A Gorenstein real AP-curve is pythagorean if and 
only if its multiplicity is 5 2. 
(2) A monomial AP-curve is Pythagorean if and only if it is ArJ: 
ProoJ: (1) Let A be a Gorenstein real AP-curve. Then its semigroup Z 
is symmetric [S]. So, if mult(A) > 2, then 1,2 $ Z and c - 3, c - 2 E K If A 
is Pythagorean, by (1.5.1) we should have 2(c- 2) - (c- ~)EZ, that is, 
c - 1 E ZY Conversely, if mult(A) s 2, Z is clearly of the type described in 
(1.5.2), and so A is Pythagorean. 
(2) From [6, (2.7), (2.9)] it follows that a monomial AZ’-curve is Arf 
if and only if so is the corresponding canonical one. And by [6, (3.8), (4.3), 
(4.8)] this holds if and only if the value-semigroup verifies (3.2.3). 
(6.2) COROLLARY. Let A be a planar real AP-curve. Then: 
(1) Ifmult(A)s2, then p(A)= 1. 
(2) Zf m&(A) > 2, then p(A) = 2 
ProoJ: As usual, it is enough to consider the algebroid case. So, there 
exists a k-epimorphism rc: k[ [x, y]] + A and p(A)gp(k[ [x, y]]) = 2. 
Hence, (6.2) follows from (6.1.1), since A=k[[x, y]]/(f) for some 
irreducible f~ k[ [x, y]] and each complete intersection is Gorenstein [S]. 
(6.3) Pythagorean curves according to multiplicity and conductor. Let 
A be a real AP-curve, m the multiplicity and c the conductor. If 
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YFZ = 1,2, c- 2 or c, then A is Pythagorean since the value-semigroup 
verifies the condition in (1.5.2) (actually, d = c). 
There is not more information contained in the couple (m, c). Indeed, il 
2 < m < c - 2, the canonical monomial curve corresponding to 
mNu(c-3,~-2~u{p~c:p~~j 
is nonpythagorean, and the one corresponding to 
is Pythagorean (by criterion (3.2)). Clearly, these two real algebroid curves 
have multiplicity m and conductor c. 
We shall finish now by exhibiting all of the Pythagorean curves with 
multiplicity 5 5. However, we shall not develop the proof (it may be found 
in [9]), because we are mainly interested in an experimental aspect. 
Indeed, we think that it is a good test for any conjecture about 
Pythagorean curves to know its validity for multiplicity s5. 
(6.4) EXAMPLES. First of all, we note that Theorem (1.5.1) provides us 
with a necessary condition for a numerical semigroup to be the value- 
semigroup of a Pythagorean real algebroid curve. Then if we fix the mul- 
tiplicity m, we can try to produce all of the admissible value-semigroups of
Pythagorean real algebroid curves with the given multiplicity. For 
m = 1, 2, 3 and 5, we only find semigroups corresponding to (1.5.2). Inthis 
way, all of the Pythagorean real algebroid curves of multiplicity m = 1. 2. 3 
and 5 are obtained. They are, up to a k-isomorphism, the following: 
Of multiplicity 1 and 2, all of them. 
j Of multiplicity 3, 
A,: x = t3, y=p+1, z = p + 2, 
A,: x = t3, y z p + 2, Z=t3n+4 (TZ>=i). (6.4.1 i 
Of multiplicity 5, 
A,: x=t5, y=tsn+l, Z=t5n+2, U=t5n+3, v=t5n14, 
A,: x = t5, y ZL p + 2, Z=t5nt3, U=t5n+4, 2j=t5n+b, 
A,: x= t5, y= tsnf3, Z;t5n+4, u=t5nr6, v=t5rrv7, 
A,: x=t5, y=t5n+4, Z=t5nf6, U=t5n+79 V=t5n+8, 
A,: x=t5, y=t5”+2+gt5nt3, Z=t5n+4> ~=t~“+~, v=t5n+8, 
A,: X=t5, y=t5n+3+Et5n+4, Z=tjn+6, U=t5n+7, v=t5n+9 
(n 2 1, & E k). (6.42) 
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If we apply this method to any other m, we find semigroups which 
correspond simultaneously to Pythagorean and nonpythagorean curves. 
Hence, a specifical treatment is needed in these cases. We can produce, for 
instance, the Pythagorean real algebroid curves: 
* Of multiplicity 4, 
A,: x=t4, y=t4”+l, z = t4” +2, u = p+3, 
A,: x=p, y=p+2, z= p+3, u = p + 5, 
A,: x=p, y=p+3, z = p+5, u = t4n+6, (6.4.3) 
A,: x = t4, y=t4P+2+Et4”-1 Z=t4n+l 9 > U=t4n+3 
A,: x=t4, y=t4P+2+&t4n+1, z=t4n+3, u=t4n+5 (n>p~l,s~k). 
Finally, the announced conjectures, that can be tested for multiplicity 
2.5 by means of the above list, are the following: 
CONJECTURES. Let A be a Pythagorean real AP-curve. Then: 
(1) A is Arf. 
(2) Every local ring infinitely near to A is Pythagorean. 
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